Fremont Unified School District
Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAAC)
October 4, 2017
6:00‐8:00 p.m.
Minutes
The meeting began with an icebreaker called Library Card. People got to know each other
through the title of books that made an impact on them and sharing with a partner.
Dr. Herrmann began a slide show that referred to:
 Mission statement for FUSD which is the umbrella for everything we do
 Purpose of LCAAC*
 LCFF (Local Control Funding Formula)*
 LCAP (Local Control Accountability Plan)*
(*group, funding, plan)
 CELEBRATE the success of the LCAP from the County!
Mr. Parungao passed out information on the budget for supplemental funds.
Supplemental funds are granted based on our number of foster youth, ELs (English
learners), homeless and low‐income students.
There was some left over money from last year. The question was whether the funds
carried over be spent on the same group of students from last year; state says no; county,
yes. FUSD plans that the funds stay with eligible students. No expenses are shown yet as
this is a discussion for LCAAC.
We have input from last year’s LCAAC as they planned ahead just in case there were
funds remaining. Enrollment is down from what we anticipated; employment rate is high,
which is reflected in the eligibility for free and reduced lunch, which is going down. Today
is the count date for our enrollment for FUSD. This will revise numbers.
Julie Forbes showed a slideshow of the data to help drive decisions on where funds
should be prioritized.
On student achievement:
ELA/Math for grades 3‐8 & 11
 % proficient by State, County, District
o ELA – FUSD shows a clear trend of scoring higher than both the State
and County; all venues are stagnate (State, County, District)
o Math ‐ same trends as ELA
 high achieving district
 ELA by grade level
 ELA by cohort group
 Math by grade level
 Math by cohort group
 ELA – SBAC performance by Subgroup – showed the discrepancy in
meeting the standards
 Celebrate Subgroup gains in ELA for some schools








Math – SBAC performance by Subgroup – again showing the discrepancy
in meeting standards
Celebrate the Subgroup gains in Math for some schools
EAP – taken in ELA in 11th; this is a college and career indicator to
determine whether the student will have to take a placement test or
remedial classes in college
FUSD has a high retention rate (students staying in FUSD)
3rd grade needs more literacy and computer skills
Math – 11th grade; 65% at math is not where we want to be; all tested on
Algebra 2 standards whether the student has taken Algebra 2 or not by
11th grade.

The question was asked about what % does not get Algebra 2 by 11th grade? Julie will
look it up and get back to the group. The question was also asked about Subgroups – SED;
we are required to report on this subgroup. SED are double counted with race – correct.
Special Ed is any student with an IEP; students can be reported in more than one
category. Supplemental money must go to the EL, low‐income, homeless and foster youth
–Looking at the graph gives us the ability to see where the highest needs are.
Grimmer had high gains in Students with Disability – we need to look toward this school
as to what they are doing – example – they have a strong PLC.
Math – more significant discrepancies – only ¼ of African American students are
performing proficient
EL – could have completely new set of students each year as others get reclassified.
Dashboard – new accountability system; now multi‐measures.
 Local indicators – self reporting
 LCAP – target any subgroups 2 levels below.
 Helps to be transparent to community as to actions in the LCAP
In the packet, there is an LCAP update – a summary of priorities LCAAC made last year.
Dr. Rocha said that during the finalizing of the 2017‐18 LCAP, the committee made
decisions if more funding based on unduplicated students came through. Unduplicated,
student can fall into several categories but only counted once.
From last year’s committee, these were the 4 identified areas and the % of funding
recommended go toward that item:
1. School counselors, 50% – staff/parent survey – clear need; At all schools or
where the most need is; looking at any school with 40% or higher of
unduplicated students
2. Professional development , 25% ‐ culturally relevant; strategies for
underperforming students
OCR (Office of Civil Rights) – some items on equity, bullying, will fulfill OCR requirements
along with related item in the LCAP.

3. Intervention, 12.5% – K‐8 district‐wide; all sites receive funds, but provide
district wide curriculum; Paras can provide intervention to SED students
4. EL Specialists, 12.5% – we have 3 ELD specialists now
Suggestion is to hire more EL Specialists to work with newcomers to the country;
acclimate to US; possible newcomer program.
Taking the infographic – form 4 small groups to work on specific goal
Feedback from groups:
Goal 1 – advocate: G1A7 (goal 1, action 7) – also support for parents; G1A8 – big gap in
EL; professional development specifically for Special Ed. based on the data shown by Julie
Forbes.
Goal 2 – G2A5 – elementary literacy;
Goal 3 – free college readiness test – PSAT for sophomores; G3A3 where resources are
going – is summer school; G3A2 is intervention;
MTSS – multi‐tiered system of support; programs need programs talking to each other,
academically, social/emotional support
Goal 4 – G4A6 – good use of funds – provide more counselors; little challenge, family
factor, need support at home base. G4A3 – parent workshops; cultural responsive
workshop – not only academics, but emotion by supporting students culturally. Students
with limited English – look for cultural counselor – help students to be willing to talk to
them.
Side not: staff hard to hire half way during the year and have to look forward to the
following year (where would the funding come from to continue)
LCAAC will get the new numbers and funding based on FUSD’s enrollment from Raul for
December meeting.
NOTES from groups:
Goal 1
**7 – P.D. for staff & parents
* 8 – English Learners
Goal 2
* 5 – Early Literacy
Goal 3
**3 – Summer School/Interventions/Curriculum
**5 – E.L. Specialist ‐ sites
Goal 4
**6 – Counselors
* 3 – Parent Workshops
** ‐ high priority
* ‐ priority

Links to powerpoints:
LCAAC Oct 2017 Meeting ‐ Dr. Herrmann
SBAC Presentation
California School Dashboard

